Background
The ambition behind the establishment of donor-funded telecentres and Community Multimedia Centres (CMCs) in developing nations across the world is often for the centre to become self-sustaining after a finite period of funding ends. However, a number of these centres are unable to self-sustain through charging fees for service, as operating expenses (e.g. repairs and maintenance, Internet connection and staff overheads) exceed revenue generation. For example, a 2006 evaluation of the UNESCO CMC initiative reported that in an effort to meet income targets, Centre managers "focus efforts on services targeted to those who can pay, losing the scope for activities targeted at the poor", and in so doing alienate the very communities which they were established to serve [1] . Even then, the CMC may remain unable to break even, and so continues to rely on agency donations well beyond the original funding period.
Our own analysis of the CMC program indicates that part of the issue may come from the top-down, technology-oriented vision behind many ICT for development initiatives. This vision assumes that universal access to ICT must be beneficial to the target community and therefore will be sustained by community demand, through the inexorable logic of technological determinism. Our research demonstrates that in a number of locations across India, Indonesia, Nepal and Sri Lanka, the successful integration of ICT facilities in regional and rural areas actually requires complex and creative strategies for sustained engagement [2] . These strategies must underpin a concrete social and/or economic justification for marginalized individuals and groups -who may already have multiple tasks and responsibilities during the day -to spare the time to learn about and use ICT.
Method
The data for this paper were recorded during fieldwork conducted in three village panchayat areas in the state of Orissa, India in April 2008. 46 in-depth ethnographic interviews were conducted with individuals and small groups. This research is part of the Moving Content project, which investigates innovative applications of mobile technology in rural and regional areas of India. Moving Content is supported by the Intel Corporation, USA and hosted by the Australian Research Council's Centre for Creative Innovation.
Our research was conducted within the theoretical framework of the 'communicative ecology', which draws upon the fields of social anthropology; human-computer interaction; and ICT for development. The communicative ecology approach suggests that in order to understand any single aspect of an ICT intervention within a particular setting, the researcher needs to understand how the intervention fits into wider contexts. The study of communicative ecologies recognizes that any sociotechnical system that develops as a result of an ICT intervention is necessarily interconnected with existing social and technical systems and structures. Through this study we are investigating how ICT interfaces with more traditional technologies; what purpose ICT serves in different contexts; and how ICT is used in the everyday lives of rural communities.
Appropriate research tools for a communicative ecology study are supplied by ethnography. In this instance, we designed a multi-sited ethnography (consistent with work by George Marcus) in order to develop a macro-level understanding of the identified ICT intervention within a larger world system. We combined this tool with 'drive-through' ethnography -a technique being developed by Nafus and Anderson at Intel Corporation -which aims to generate substantial ethnographic datasets in a limited period of time, by distributing research tasks across researchers and time periods.
DakNet system
An innovative solution to both rural connectivity and e-commerce is provided by United Villages Networks, a private company that has operated in India since September 2005 and is currently working in the states of Orissa and Rajasthan
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Fascinating as it is that a small private company has developed a for-profit rural eservices offer with minimal government involvement, what's equally interesting is the Internet infrastructure that United Villages has implemented in order to support its eservices. The 'DakNet' system (lit. 'Post Network') uses United Villages' proprietary Mobile Access Points technology to provide low-cost Internet access to rural and regional communities. Users of the DakNet system buy prepaid cards which allow them to use an offline United Villages PC or laptop which is usually located within an existing business premises like a photo studio, public telephone provider, electrical equipment shop etc. (Fig. 1) . The PC is provided by United Villages to franchise holders known as DakNet Service Providers (DSPs), who sell the prepaid user subscriptions (which are also sold by the United Villages' sales team). Currently, there are over 60 DSP franchises in Orissa which are usually granted to existing rural traders already running a local business; less frequently, an individual running a village school or a rural NGO might take on a franchise.
A user session on a DSP's PC might consist of composing an email; or making a request for a specific web search to a United Villages operator. User data from the session are stored locally and uploaded periodically to a roadside access point. Wifi transceivers mounted on local buses send and receive data from the roadside access points, for later transfer to/from the Internet via wireless protocols. This store-andforward system allows DakNet to offer an asynchronous network communication model to users at low cost. In Orissa, the DakNet store-and-forward system operates in four steps (Fig. 2) . 
1)
A village-based DakNet Service Provider (DSP) is equipped with a PC or laptop. Villagers can sign up for a DakNet prepaid account and use the DSP's PC or laptop to order shopping items, request job information etc. offline.
2) Most DSPs are located next to a relatively well-maintained road. User data (such as email, e-shopping orders etc.) are transferred to the fixed access point (FAP) at a kiosk or DSP centre. From the FAP, the data are then transferred to a bus fitted with a wireless transceiver that stops outside the DSP centre.
3) When the bus arrives at the main bus station in the state capital of Bhubaneswar, stored user data are forwarded via a wireless node to the main office of United Villages -also in Bhubaneswar -and thence onto real-time Internet.
4) The system also works in reverse: the buses deliver information from the Internet to user accounts at the same time as they are receiving user data. The buses also deliver goods ordered through e-shopping.
Designing and implementing rural e-services
The original ambition of United Villages' founders was to provide rural email and voicemail. However, United Villages has found limited demand for these services in Orissa; for example, email has yet to find popularity with village users outside of college students, public servants, and local organizations such as NGOs. In response, the company has developed and implemented a suite of e-services designed for rural and regional users with limited or zero digital literacy.
The company aims to ramp up its subscriber base through ongoing sales drives and the roll-out of value-added e-services such as 'Infoguru' and 'Job Search', whereby United Villages operators perform bespoke web searches for subscribers. This makes the resources of the Web available to users with low textual and/or digital literacy (Table 1) . Comparable services -such as SMS and email -are available from mainstream mobile providers, but are priced too high for rural users. Cyber-cafés are mostly located in urban centres, and are rarely found in villages. Through United Villages, rural users get asynchronous Internet access via an individual subscription, similar to a prepaid rechargeable mobile phone service. The subscriber is provided with a unique number that serves as an account login; and recharge coupons are offered to the users to make use of the e-services over time. At this stage, the company's 'killer application' is e-shopping, whose uptake is driving the sales strategy of United Villages. Using e-shopping, subscribers receive quality goods cheaper than or unavailable in local markets, with the further incentive that the goods are delivered close to the door by the same buses fitted with DakNet wifi transceivers.
The e-shop offer originated with a rather eclectic catalog which included sunglasses; energy efficient light-bulbs; non-prescription medicines; shampoos and hair oil; and seeds for cultivation. Over time and in response to demand, the catalog has been updated with additional products. The United Villages sales team has responded positively to requests for non-catalog items, as might be expected by a young company pushing to achieve greater market share. Now, nearly 50 percent of orders are for non-catalog items. For example, a young housewife -whose family shares its small village house with two others -ordered some face cream from her local United Villages sales representative by providing the rep with a torn piece of the face cream's box that had the product and manufacturer's name. In another village, a student at the public high school ordered text books that were neither available in the village market nor listed in the United Villages' catalog. For those who may be unfamiliar with retail services in rural and regional areas of developing nations, these examples are very important; in many villages, consumers can usually only buy what is available at the local market. The United Villages e-shopping offer -supported by the DakNet infrastructure -allows consumers at the bottom of the pyramid to order catalog and bespoke items cost-effectively either via a PC, or by simply asking a United Villages representative to serve as an intermediary and place the order for them.
The e-shopping service can be used by both subscribers and third parties who can order directly from a DakNet Service Provider (DSP). E-shopping orders require payment in cash, as the cost of the average order often exceeds the balance of a prepaid subscriber. After accepting an order, a request is sent to the main office from the DSP's computer. The services are purchased from regular wholesale dealers in the state capital and sent to the villages using the bus network which facilitates the DSP to offer items below the market price. E-shopping is used by both individual householders and small businesses alike; in this way, local markets can benefit from the service, rather than compete with it. A major benefit for a small business is that a sole trader no longer has to take a day off to travel to a regional centre to purchase specialty trade or domestic items; e-shopping and delivery to the bus stop saves the trader time, the cost of travel, and closing up shop for the day. Individual consumers can get better quality goods than are available locally, such as cosmetics, nonprescription medicines or baby food items. Of course, United Villages' other services complement e-shopping; one subscriber used the Infoguru search service to research mobile phones, and later bought a phone using e-shopping. Not only was the handset delivered to him, he saved INR 200 on the local market price.
The following example demonstrates how United Villages' level of personal service is establishing some degree of brand loyalty. The company operates a train ticket booking service, since interstate travel by train in India bears some resemblance to pre-Web European train travel. Advance booking is difficult and unreliable; the traveler usually has to book his/her next travel leg at each station of origin; and you can usually be sure that the ticket seller does not speak any of the languages that you do. After such an experience on a previous holiday, one Orissan villager used United Villages to book a rail tour of South India for himself and his family; the company's operator booked the whole journey in advance for a small mark-up. So impressed was the traveler by this level of service that when he needed to make an unforeseen cash withdrawal during the trip, he phoned United Villages to see if the company offered any means to transfer funds to him that was cheaper than an ATM withdrawal. Unfortunately it didn't; but this example demonstrates how quickly United Villages is establishing itself as a trustworthy brand in underserved regional and rural niches.
Intermediaries
Our prior research indicates that a policy focus on the provision of universal access to ICT (whether broadband, 3G or PC infrastructures) is simply insufficient to guarantee the take-up of technology and services by regional and rural users [3] . A sustainable ICT intervention is not just about building infrastructure and providing reliable bandwidth; it must also develop a network of intermediaries who provide an interface to rural users with low digital literacy skills. Indeed, these human networks could be considered as one of the most valuable forms of capacity building that result from ICT projects of this nature. This phenomenon is acknowledged increasingly by HCI literature, which suggests that "the new computing is about supporting human relationships" and "participating in knowledge communities" [4] .
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United Villages has implemented a substantial network of intermediaries through which rural users can use its e-services without having to actually operate a PC. In the first instance, the user can interact directly with the village business which holds the United Villages local franchise. In turn, these DakNet Service Providers (DSPs) are supported on-site by a team of traveling sales and technical staff from the United Villages head office. Furthermore, operators in the United Villages main office also act as intermediaries by conducting tailored Web information searchers on behalf of users, such as Job Search and Infoguru (see Table 1 above).
In its early stages of operations, United Villages granted franchises to rural entrepreneurs who were already running a business in the community -which provided another point of familiarity for new users. However, United Villages is now requesting new franchise holders to devote themselves (or a delegated staff member) full-time to being a DakNet Service Provider. Other significant changes to the business model include the distribution of Linux-driven laptops to DSPs, to replace existing PCs. This allows the DSP to take the laptop (and hence access to United Villages' e-services) to nearby villages, rather than rely upon user visitation to the DSP's premises. This strategy opens up a wider potential user / customer base for United Villages. Going one stage further, the company is also introducing a traveling sales team armed only with mobile phones which visits remote sites and take verbal shopping orders directly from villagers. Through this model, underserved communities can consume e-services at arm's length -without any need for fixed access, or textual/digital literacy. This is not to say that villages automatically welcome either DakNet Service Providers or the mobile sales reps with open arms and start e-shopping immediately. Indeed -like any new initiative -the concept of eshopping and Internet are often greeted with some skepticism. In response, sales reps target potential early adopters in each village, such as village health visitors; educated families etc. Once the early adopters are engaged with the service, it becomes easier to approach other families in each village.
A rather interesting phenomenon is beginning to surface through the use of intermediaries. Traditionally in Orissa (as in many other parts of rural India), household items are bought at the local market by men; indeed, the market is a largely male environment. Not only do women not visit the market, they also do not go to village-based fixed-site DakNet Service Providers. However, when mobile sales reps visit families in the village, women are able to take their own purchasing actions through the rep / intermediary. As a result, women comprise a substantial segment of e-shopping customers, placing orders for baby food, quality food grains, cosmetics, chocolates etc. It's a sales model that has some similarity to that used previously in Europe and the USA by Avon cosmetics or Tupperware utensils; and such instances of personalized engagement prove how important a network of intermediaries is to the interaction between ICT and the end user. In other words, simply providing Internet access to rural areas is not enough: there needs to be a compelling reason to actually use the Internet, and intermediaries to support this use.
Findings
Two significant findings have emerged. First: DakNet's bus-mounted Wi-Fi technology is an innovative solution to providing low-cost access to rural communities. Specifically, DakNet shows that always-on broadband access should not necessarily be the default ambition of rural ICT interventions. Although good GSM coverage was available in most of our research sites and many rural communities have access to a mobile phone, tariffs are deemed too expensive by these communities to establish the mobile phone as a ubiquitous voice and/or data communication tool for rural users. But over the medium-term, it may well be that the current Wi-Fi system elements will be superseded by GSM or 2.5/3G technology -if affordable tariffs are offered to this segment. Indeed, a strategy of tariff subsidy might provide a more straightforward means of providing rural ICT access than continued investment in clever low-cost hardware fixes.
Second: the long-term success of DakNet will not be down to its Wi-Fi technology, but rather to its intermediaries -the human links in the company's value chain. DakNet is propagated by village-based entrepreneurs, supported by a lean sales and technical support team. Additional support is offered by phone operators in the DakNet main office, who conduct tailored web searches for matrimonial or employment information on behalf of subscribers. The importance of intermediaries to the DakNet offer demonstrates how a focus purely on universal access to ICT can be insufficient to guarantee the take-up of services by rural users in Orissa who have so far demonstrated limited demand for email and SMS. A sustainable rural ICT intervention is not just about building infrastructure and providing reliable bandwidth; it must also develop a network of intermediaries who provide an interface to rural users with low digital literacy skills. Our study of the communicative ecology surrounding the United Villages demonstrates that marginalized communities who do not engage with rural ICT infrastructure may be making a rational decision. These community members are often busy people with multiple jobs and/or caretaking commitments. The opportunity cost of losing time from this schedule may be too high to justify the potential returns. However, placing an order for an e-shopping item via a human intermediary armed only with a mobile phone means that the rural user can effectively interact with the system, without having to invest time in learning ICT and literacy skills.
Summary
To some commentators, development and entrepreneurialism may seem to be at odds philosophically. Yet we have seen in our investigation of the United Villages business model and the DakNet drive-by wifi system that ICT-supported market mechanisms can stimulate consumption at the bottom of the pyramid. Note that the aim of United Villages is hardly one of 'profit at all costs': the company describes its mission as "Serving the World's Poor, Profitably" (www.firstmilesolutions.com). United Villages provides affordable and profitable e-services to rural users with limited disposable income and digital literacy. This kind of "social entrepreneurship" aims to catalyze grassroots change through sustainable economic models; but there is an argument that e-shopping could provide a mechanism for the poor to "fritter away" scarce income on non-essentials such as luxury face cream [8] . Certainly, we are not holding up the United Villages business model as a 'magic bullet' with which to make poverty history through providing a low-cost e-commerce infrastructure for rural and regional India. Issues with its e-services offer include the lack of local language interfaces; furthermore, the DakNet network is locked into a proprietary software and hardware system that may become vulnerable if 2.5G mobile services become more affordable to rural users. What United Villages has demonstrated in Orissa is the importance of an attractive core offer -supported by human intermediaries -to the successful adoption of an ICT intervention in regional and rural communities.
